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Mountains are among the most biodiverse areas on the globe. In young moun-
tain ranges, exceptional plant species richness is often associated with recent
and rapid radiations linked to the mountain uplift itself. In ancient mountains,
however, orogeny vastly precedes the evolution of vascular plants, so species
richness has been explained by species accumulation during long periods of
low extinction rates. Here we evaluate these assumptions by analysing plant
diversification dynamics in the campo rupestre, an ecosystem associated with
pre-Cambrian mountaintops and highlands of eastern South America, areas
where plant species richness and endemism are among the highest in the
world. Analyses of 15 angiosperm clades show that radiations of endemics
exhibit fastest rates of diversification during the last 5 Myr, a climatically
unstable period. However, results from ancestral range estimations using
different models disagree on the age of the earliest in situ speciation events
and point to a complex floristic assembly. There is a general trend for
higher diversification rates associated with these areas, but endemism may
also increase or reduce extinction rates, depending on the group. Montane
habitats, regardless of their geological age, may lead to boosts in speciation
rates by accelerating population isolation in archipelago-like systems, circum-
stances that can also result in higher extinction rates and fast species turnover,
misleading the age estimates of endemic lineages.
1. Background
Species richness is not evenly distributed on the globe’s surface. Unequal allo-
cation of biodiversity among different areas occurs both within and between
latitudinal zones [1–3], and similar environments are often associated with simi-
lar evolutionary patterns. Mountains are a good example of this trend [3–5].
Mountain chains worldwide, but especially those in the tropics, have called
attention to their impressive number of plant species, many of which are
found nowhere else on the planet (e.g. [6,7]).

There are several explanations for the high species richness and endemism in
the flora of tropical mountains. In the absence of fossil records, molecular phylo-
genetic trees have been used as a proxy to estimate the age of assemblage and the
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rates of in situ speciation in these areas (e.g. [4]). Studies of this
kind have become increasingly frequent after the populariza-
tion of sequencing techniques and advances in methods for
reconstructing and extracting further information from phylo-
genetic data [6–10]. Lessons learned from these studies are
many (see also [11,12]), but can be summarized in three
main points: (i) montane floras are hyper-diverse because the
altitudinal gradient creates multiple distinct niches (e.g.
micro-climates), allowing more plant species to coexist in a
relatively smaller area; (ii) mountaintops create continental
archipelago-like systems that impose barriers to gene flow,
leading to fast speciation rates in endemic lineages; and (iii)
the origin of endemic montane radiations can be linked in
time to the age of mountain uplift, when both the archipe-
lago-like system and the altitudinal gradients are formed.
These concepts and hypotheses, although well established
for floras in mountains of recent orogeny such as the Andes
[6,8], the Kinabalu mountains [7] and the Hengduan moun-
tains [5,9], are still poorly understood for floras found in the
mountains of ancient geological ages.

A montane flora that has received relatively little attention
from diversification studies in spite of its immense species rich-
ness is the endemic flora of the campo rupestre. The campo
rupestre is an ecosystem associated with the areas of higher alti-
tude in eastern South America, mainly distributed over the pre-
Cambrian Espinhaço Range [13–15]. Due to constant erosion
through roughly the last 500 Myr, altitudes in the campo rupestre
are today mostly between 1000 and 2000 metres high. Despite
its lower elevation when compared to mountain chains of
recent orogeny, this is still a prominent slope in contrast with
the surrounding areas, which are mostly approximately
500 metres lower in elevation [16]. The campo rupestre presents
an exceptionally rich and highly endemic flora, including
ca 15% of all species of angiosperms found in Brazil (approx.
5000, almost half of them endemics), in only 1% of the country’s
area (approx. 70 000 km2) [17,18]. This exceptional diversity and
endemism have classified the campo rupestre as a UNESCO
heritage site [19] and led to its recognition as a floristic unity
among South American phytochoria [20] and recently as two
biogeographic provinces in their own right (i.e. the Southern
Espinhaço Province and the Chapada Diamantina Province
[21]), emphasizing the floristic singularity of these areas in
contrast with surrounding ecosystems (i.e. Caatinga, Cerrado
and Brazilian Atlantic Forest). Through particular growth
forms, campo rupestre plant radiations form a unique landscape,
rich in small-leaved and sclerophyllous shrubs and giant
rosettes [22].

Given its distinct ancient geological history and the relative
stability of its landscape along the Cenozoic, the evolution of
the remarkable diversity of the campo rupestre flora has been
explained by different mechanisms to those invoked for other
mountain systems. The pre-Cambrian orogeny of the Espin-
haço range, preceding the early evolution of vascular plants
[23], means that it is unrealistic to link the first events of
in situ speciation to mountain uplift, a common approach in
studies with young mountain ranges (see references above).
By contrast, studies focusing on plant ecology have hypoth-
esized that the geological and climatic stability of these old
mountains have created refugia for plant diversity. It is then
assumed that exceptional species richness and endemism in
this area is, first, a consequence of slow diversification of old
endemic lineages and, second, the survival of species and
lineages that go extinct in less stable areas [17,24]. However,
the few studies that actually present age estimates for campo
rupestre plant radiations show contrasting results, estimating
the age of these from as old as the Early Miocene (e.g. 23–
15 Ma (million years before present) for Velloziaceae [25]) to
as recent as the Pleistocene (e.g. 2 Ma for Chamaecrista [26]).

Even though comparable in species richness and endemism
tootherwell-studiedmontane systems (e.g. theAndeanPáramos
[6]), no study has yet combined multiple datasets to investigate
the age and diversification patterns of the campo rupestre flora.
Tracing the diversification history of such a species-rich flora is
complex, but general patterns can be inferred if data from mul-
tiple plant lineages is examined using a comparative approach.
In this study, we present a comprehensive description of diversi-
fication dynamics associated with the assembly of the campo
rupestre flora. We aim to test two premises that have been fre-
quently suggested in the literature: (i) that the endemic flora in
the campo rupestre is as ancient as its landscape, i.e. by estimating
ages of first diversification events, and (ii) that the exceptional
species richness in the campo rupestre results from species
accumulation through long periods of time (i.e. by expecting
lower rates of extinction in endemic lineages when contrasted
to non-endemic lineages).
2. Material and methods
(a) Selected taxa and tree calibration
The main source of evidence for this study is 15 species-level
phylogenetic trees of angiosperm lineages with high species
diversity in campo rupestre areas. Species sampling and molecular
coverage vary among groups, but the 15 empirical replicates
confer robustness to the results presented here. The following cri-
teria were used to select these lineages: (i) they represent both
woody and herbaceous species, and both monocots and eudi-
cots; (ii) they represent groups with high species diversity in
the campo rupestre [18], including endemic species and their clo-
sest non-endemic relatives (from surrounding areas or not);
and (iii) their phylogenetic trees have relatively high species-
level coverage considering the total estimated species diversity
in their groups (ideally above 50% of the species are sampled,
again considering both endemics and non-endemic closest
relatives). For a detailed reasoning behind species sampling see
electronic supplementary material, short literature review.

The 15 time-calibrated phylogenetic trees represent nine families
and 2099 species. This dataset includes 753 species endemic to our
focal area, which we estimate to represent a third of the endemic
flora of this region [18]. Molecular sequences for generating the phy-
logenetic trees were mostly retrieved from published studies.
Calibration methods are a sensitive matter and we took great care
to avoid bias in dating analyses of each tree. A detailed description
of how calibration points were chosen for each tree (including
nodes calibrated in each tree and offset, mean and standard
deviation values for calibration points) is available in electronic
supplementary material, Trees. To attest that estimates found for
each group were realistic, we further compared them to ages
found in an alternative analysis (i.e. [27]) and found high similarity
between age estimates. A summary of these comparisons can be also
found in electronic supplementary material, Trees.

(b) Area assignation
Tips in each phylogenetic tree were assigned a geographical range
using distribution points obtained from the GBIF public repository
[28] after a round of standard data cleaning (i.e. deleting duplicates,
points in the sea, outliers and centroids of countries).We generated a
shape file of our focal area by extracting areas of altitude above
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1000 m from four topographic regions (retrieved from a map of
topographic areas by IBGE [16]): ‘Serras do Espinhaço/Tabatinga/
Quadrilátero Ferrífero’, ‘Planaltos e Serras daDiamantina’, ‘Planalto
Central Brasileiro’ and ‘Planalto da Canastra’. The final shape file is
highly similar to the definition of campo rupestre (in its broad sense)
by several studies (see review in [17]), but may also include a few
patches of Cerrado that are in higher altitudes. Points were plotted
over this shape file (available on the Dryad folder linked to this
paper) for visual inspection and range scoring. All tips were
scored in a matrix of two presence/absence columns (campo rupestre
and non-campo rupestre). When possible, these distribution matrices
were further contrasted to the taxonomic literature for each group
(see electronic supplementary material, Literature review) to con-
firm that scoring is in agreement with specialized literature. Note
that we considered campo rupestre in its broadest sense, including
most areas of higher altitude (above 1000 m) in the eastern side of
tropical South America. Further details on range assignation can
be also found in electronic supplementary material, Biogeography.
c.B
287:20192933
(c) Biogeographical and diversification analyses
Unless otherwise stated, all analyses were performed in R [29]. All
files resulting from these analyses as well as R code used can be
found on the Dryad folder linked to this paper.

To estimate ages for in situ speciation events and describe
diversification dynamics in the campo rupestre, we contrasted
results from several analytical frameworks. First, we used func-
tions of the R package BioGeoBEARS [30] to reconstruct the
historical distribution of each group and to extract the ages of
nodes with highest probability of in situ diversification in the
campo rupestre. BioGeoBEARS test diversification-independent
biogeographical models and estimate ancestral range based on
maximum likelihood. The best fit for DEC or DEC+ J models
were selected comparing AIC values between models before
each run and ancestral range estimations were performed based
on the model that best-fitted range distributions in each tree. To
account for phylogenetic uncertainty and broad age confidence
intervals, we also cross-validated these results using 100 simu-
lations of biogeographic stochastic mapping [31] on a sample of
100 trees from the posterior distribution of trees in each group.
These results, alongside best models for each group and probabil-
ities for each node in each phylogenetic tree can be found in
electronic supplementary material, Biogeography.

Second, we relied on the GeoHiSSE set of models (from [32])
to estimate the parameters of speciation, extinction and net-
diversification (speciation minus extinction) in each range. This
framework enables fitting a series of models to characterize the
relative effects of state-dependent diversification and/or hidden
(unobserved) states on diversification. For each tree, we fitted
two sets of 18 geographic-state speciation and extinction
models (36 models in total) using functions of the R package
hisse [33]. For all aspects concerning using these models to esti-
mate speciation, extinction and net-diversification rates, we
followed recommendations outlined in Caetano et al. [32]. The
models derive from the 18 models proposed in Caetano et al.
[32] and are distinct in the sense that jump dispersal between
areas are forbidden in the first set but allowed in the second
set. For each tree, we also incorporated a unique, clade-specific
sampling fraction to deal with unbalanced sampling of species
in different ranges (see electronic supplementary material, Diver-
sification). The set of three best models (AIC values at electronic
supplementary material, Diversification) were averaged accord-
ing to their Akaike weights and used to estimate diversification
rate parameters based on maximum likelihood. Tip-rates were
then extracted and contrasted among the different range
categories using Conover’s test for pairwise comparisons.

SSE models have been also shown to outperform conventional
trait models (i.e. that do not account for diversification) in ancestral
character reconstructions [34] and have been also recently advo-
cated for biogeographic range reconstructions [35]. In this context,
the GeoSSE full model (with all parameters free to vary) was
also used to estimate ancestral ranges in a scenario where range
reconstruction is diversification dependent (in contrast with the
diversification-independent models DEC and DEC+ J). In this
case, however, we decided to use the original GeoSSEmodel (with-
out hidden states) to infer probabilities of ancestral ranges at the
nodes of the tree, because the probabilities of hidden areas at the
nodes were difficult to interpret. In this and in the BAMManalyses,
trees had to be further pruned to exclude outgroup taxa that had
poor species-level coverage before analyses (see details in electronic
supplementary material, Diversification). Time-stratified analyses
were not considered necessary because, in theory, both analysed
areas (campo rupestre and non-campo rupestre) were constantly adja-
cent to each other and available for colonization throughout all time
slices for all groups.

To estimate speciation rates through time in the campo rupestre
radiations of each group, we used BAMM v. 2.5.0., which uses
rjMCMC(reversible-jumpMarkovchainMonteCarlo) to test differ-
ent combinations of shifts in diversification rates and speciation and
extinction parameters that are allowed to vary through time.
BAMM indicates the best diversification regime without requiring
established models to be selected a priori. Priors for lambda values
and expected number of shifts were defined empirically using the
tree and an estimation of the total number of species in each
group in the R package BAMM tools [36]. To account for unba-
lanced species sampling among clades in each phylogenetic tree,
we also incorporated sampling fractions per clade inmost analyses.
When species samplingwas almost complete or only slightly unba-
lanced throughout the tree, we used a global sampling fraction
instead. Analyses were run twice for each group using different
seed numbers in each run and 10 million MCMC generations in
all cases. A minimum ESS of 200 was confirmed, and speciation
rates through time were measured by selecting the stem node of
the most recent common ancestor for each campo rupestre radiation.
Mean lambda values were estimated from the crown node of each
radiation using the functions of the package BAMMtools.

The 15 species-level phylogenetic trees are natural replicates
that confer robustness to our results. However, to analyse them
independently could also raise some concerns: (i) taxonomic
sampling bias in each phylogeny could mean that most of the
species assembled are representing just one scenario (given an
observed preference by taxonomists for studying endemic radi-
ations); (ii) there is some concern that ages estimated
independently for several phylogenies they may not represent a
single evolutionary history (given that all species are related, phy-
logenetic trees should ideally be calibrated in a holistic framework).
Taking these concerns in consideration, we also estimated ages for
campo rupestre in situ speciation events using the complete seed
plant phylogenetic tree of Smith & Brown [27]. We extracted a
list of all species names indicated as ‘native to’ and ‘campo rupestre’
(highland rocky field) from the Flora do Brasil 2020 [18] dataset. We
crossed the names in this list with the list of tips in this tree and
found 1,122 matches (i.e. campo rupestre species that were sampled
in the tree, corresponding to 290 endemic and 832 native but non-
endemic). These were again scored in a ‘presence/absence’ matrix
of geographical range distribution for each tip. We performed a
similar maximum-likelihood optimization in BioGeoBEARS as
described above to recover node probabilities for each range.
3. Results
(a) Estimated age of first diversification events
Results for age estimates of in situ diversification events vary
depending on which models are used to perform the analyses.
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Diversification-independent ancestral range estimation (i.e.
models DEC and DEC+ J; figure 1, ‘DEC/DEC+ J’) recover
the first events of in situ speciation (i.e. oldest nodes with high-
est probability of endemism in the campo rupestre) mainly from
the Late Miocene to Pliocene (i.e. from 15 to 2.5 Ma) time slices
(figure 2a). Analyses using the same models in the
angiosperm-wide phylogenetic tree return similar results
(‘eudicots’ and ‘monocots’ in figure 2a). In this analysis, the
great majority of the in situ speciation events in the campo
rupestre are from the Pleistocene (711 events, 73% of the
total). Therefore, our results indicate that the floristic assembly
of the current campo rupestre flora dates back from the Late
Miocene, with highest diversification during the Pleistocene.
Biogeographic stochastic mapping on samples of 100 trees
for each clade are also largely comparable, although first
events of endemism can be older due to phylogenetic uncer-
tainty (see electronic supplementary material, Biogeography).

By contrast, the results of ancestral range estimation
retrieved from diversification-dependent models (i.e. GeoSSE
model) often recover an older scenario for the campo rupestre
floristic assembly (figure 1, ‘GeoSSE’). In this scenario, it is fre-
quently observed that the oldest nodes and branches in each
phylogenetic tree are either campo rupestre endemics or wide-
spread, implying that some of these lineages may have
established in the campo rupestre a relatively long time before
the rise of recent radiations of endemic species took place. In
some lineages, the oldest nodes with highest probability of
campo rupestre endemism are dated from the Oligocene to the
Early Miocene (i.e. from 33 to 15 Ma; figure 2b), contrasting
estimates using diversification-independent models. Never-
theless, most of the in situ speciation events are still in the
Pleistocene (534 events, 63% of the total).

(b) Comparisons between speciation and extinction
rates in endemics and non-endemics lineages

The set of three best GeoHiSSE models were different for each
clade (see electronic supplementary material, Diversification),
highlighting the singularity of diversification dynamics in
each group. Parameter estimates extracted from tip-rates
also show distinct diversification dynamics between monocot
and eudicot lineages (figure 3).

Combined analyses of all clades (figure 3a) show that
endemic lineages have a two-fold increase in speciation
rates (medians 0.26 for widespread, 0.49 for campo rupestre
endemics, and 0.25 for non-campo rupestre lineages; hencefor-
ward all medians are given in this order; all values are in the
scale of lineage per million years) and that lowest extinction
rates are observed in the lineages of widespread distribution
(0.004, 0.11 and 0.15), resulting in higher net-diversification
rates in both endemics and widespread lineages (0.47, 0.44
and 0.17). However, when these clades are divided according
to their major groups, it is observed that eudicots (figure 3b)
and monocots (figure 3c) present diversification dynamics
that are distinct from one another and thus contribute differ-
ently to the general pattern. Endemic eudicots present higher
rates of both speciation (0.22, 0.49, 0.24) and extinction (0.003,
0.18, 0.14), still resulting in faster net-diversification (0.43,
0.49, 0.17). On the other hand, endemism does not drive
faster speciation rates (0.54, 0.34, 0.34) or net-diversification
(0.91, 0.26, 0.31) in monocots, where widespread and ende-
mic lineages group have lower extinction rates than non-
campo rupestre lineages (0.01, 0.08, 0.21). In this group, fastest
rates of both speciation and net-diversification are observed
in widespread lineages. These results highlight that switching
ranges affect diversification in these lineages, but that
responses are variable and lead to distinct range-dependent
diversification patterns depending on the group.

(c) Speciation rates across time in endemic radiations
Species endemic to the campo rupestre are often strongly phylo-
genetically clustered in only a few clades within each group.
We identified clades that were observed to radiate in situ in
both diversity-dependent and diversity-independent ana-
lyses, with at least 15 descendent tips and 75% of endemism
among tips. Although some of them managed to disperse
out of the campo rupestre, these clades were here interpreted
as ‘campo rupestre radiations’ (marked with a black line and
numbers in figure 1) based on these arbitrary thresholds.
Five groups (Minaria, Habenaria, Dyckia, Myrcia and Melasto-
mateae) did not pass the threshold and were not considered
here to have campo rupestre radiations, despite great species
richness in these areas. By contrast, three of the 15 groups pre-
sented two radiations each (Chamaecrista, Paepalanthus and
Velloziaceae), resulting in a total of 13 campo rupestre radi-
ations. Rates through time were extracted from these 13
radiations based on BAMM analyses, with results showing
that increases in speciation rates are particularly significant
during the last 5 Myr, with several lineages experiencing the
burst of diversification during this period (figure 2c).
4. Discussion
(a) Fast speciation through rapid and recent radiations
Most of the current endemic flora in the campo rupestre results
from speciation events that took place rapidly in the last 5 Myr.
This period is characterized by strong climatic instability and
rapid glaciation cycles starting around 5 Ma (Pliocene), and
becoming more intense between 3 and 2 Ma (Pleistocene),
when most of the in situ speciation events were observed in
all lineages. Similar results were recovered in both the analyses
with the 15 lineages and in the whole seed plant phylogenetic
tree (figure 3a), highlighting congruence between datasets.

Strong decline in temperatures interposed with the
periods of mild and warm climates (i.e. Milankovich cycles,
[37]), as well as changes in precipitation regimes, may have
caused several alterations in niche suitability through a
short period of time across the steep altitudinal gradient of
the campo rupestre (e.g. [38]). Multiple events of range expan-
sions and contractions could have then promoted speciation
by vicariance among adjacent mountains (during range con-
traction) and occasional hybridization events when still
closely related species are found in sympatry again (during
range expansion). Climatic instability can also promote
pulses of high speciation in areas of uneven topography by
specializations to different micro-climates in species of ende-
mic lineages [39]. This creates a species-pump effect that is
prominent in montane landscapes and shown to be an impor-
tant driver of plant diversification in naturally fragmented
habitats ([40,41]; also called ‘flickering connectivity’, [42]).
Empirical evidences also support the link between the
rapid, recent diversification in the campo rupestre and the
species-pump scenario (already hypothesized by [43]; and
[44]). Among them, the frequent records of natural hybrids
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(Online version in colour.)
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(e.g. [45,46]), the poor phylogenetic resolution among species
in several campo rupestre endemic radiations (e.g. [26,40]) and
the projections of range expansions during glacial periods
inferred for species that today are restricted to mountaintops
(e.g. [38]).
(b) A complex assembly and a mosaic of evolutionary
histories

These results emphasize that recent radiations are common
across the tree of life (see also [47]) and may be completely
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Figure 2. Boxplots summarize ages for nodes with the highest probability of in situ speciation (i.e. endemic to the campo rupestre) in reconstructions using (a) DEC/
DEC + J models and (b) GeoSSE model. Numbers in brackets indicate how many in situ speciation events are recovered in each period. Asterisks highlight ages
inferred using the whole seed plant phylogenetic tree. (c) Speciation rates through time and mean speciation rates (in units of species formed per million
years per lineage) inferred from BAMM for 13 campo rupestre radiations. Numbers refer to radiations marked in figure 1. Colour shading represents uncertainty
on rate reconstructions at any point in time. (Online version in colour.)
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unrelated to the age of mountain uplift, in the case of montane
biotas. Recent and rapid radiations have been also observed in
other ancient landscapes (e.g. the Cape [48] and the Tepuis
[49]), many of which might have been also perturbed by
recent climatic instability. This shows that the link between oro-
geny, floristic assembly and diversification may be more
complex than frequently stated and that different geological his-
tories can result in overall similar macroevolutionary patterns.

Despite the strong evidence for rapid and recent radiations,
results from ancestral range estimations that incorporate the
effect of diversification rates show that some of these floristic
elements may have been present in the area much earlier. The
small numberof old in situ speciation events in the campo rupestre
may be a consequence of constant extinction rates through time
(see also [50]), or even of dramatic extinction events in the past
where only a few lineages survived. The constant fragmentation
of populations through the sameprocesses that lead to increased
speciation (i.e. climatic instability and species pump, as
described above) can also result in high occurrence of species
that are restricted to fewmountaintops. Given their small popu-
lation size and restricted distribution, these can be easily and
stochastically eliminated, increasing the turnover of species
across time and leading to the observable pattern of recent
radiations in phylogenetic trees (e.g. as in [51]). High rates of
speciation and extinction are not mutually exclusive, especially
in areas with a large number of narrow endemic species
where high rates of extinction are potentially an inescapable
consequence of high speciation rates (e.g. [52]).

Although our results do not favour this scenario for mono-
cots, eudicot lineages indeed present higher rates of both
extinction and speciation associated with endemic lineages,
partially corroborating this hypothesis. In this scenario,
species-poor, endemic, and phylogenetically isolated lineages,
including monotypic genera (e.g. Rupestrea (14 Ma) and Erioc-
nema (8 Ma) in Melastomataceae [53]; Accara in Myrtaceae
(25 Ma) [54]) may represent relicts from previously diverse
clades that have undergone severe extinction, but for which
few species survived to the present. Furthermore, the extant
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endemic flora of the campo rupestre is recognized for having an
above average proportion of narrow endemic and threatened
species [55]. Monocots, on the other hand, present a pattern
of diversification that is closer to what has been suggested in
the campo rupestre literature, where range evolution does not
significantly change speciation rates, but reduce extinction
rates and may lead to a more constant species accumulation
through time [17].

In this sense, it seems reasonable to infer that phylo-
genetic data corroborates current speculation and evidence
that the campo rupestre is both a museum of lineages and a
cradle of species (e.g. [56]). Also, it is important to note that
the age of the flora is not necessarily linked to the age of
the vegetation, as other now extinct lineages depicting similar
functional ecologies could have existed before the extant
radiation of campo rupestre endemics. However, the lack of
fossil record for the region [57] still limits our ability to
extrapolate with certainty what was the floristic composition
of the campo rupestre flora in the past.

(c) Uneven diversifications dynamics and the role of
traits

The fact that we did not recover the same pattern for range-
dependent speciation and extinction rates throughout all
clades demonstrates that the biology of each lineage certainly
affects how the environment drives their diversification. Plant
life in the campo rupestre requires particular attributes to sur-
vive in generally harsh conditions, such as nutrient-poor
soils, cold weather, high solar radiation, climatic seasonality
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and occasional fire events [58]. Traits related to survival in
these habitats, such as resistance to desiccation and fire, are
crucial (e.g. [25,26]) and probably affect survival chances dif-
ferently in each lineage. The distinct diversification dynamics
in eudicots and monocots could be also related to their predo-
minant life forms (predominantly woody and herbaceous/
geophytic, respectively). Other inherited mechanisms that
help isolated populations to hastily adapt to newmicro-climates
or particular edaphic conditions in these areasmayalso contrib-
ute to accelerating speciation during range contractions and
expansions (e.g. as in [59]).

Particular reproductive mechanisms (i.e. dispersal and
pollination strategies) may also help promoting or demoting
barriers to gene flow between isolated populations and con-
sequently the increase or decrease chances of speciation or
extinction (e.g. [59,60]). However, there seems to be no predo-
minant pollination systems among the campo rupestre
radiations investigated here. For example, some Barbacenia
(Velloziaceae) are pollinated by vertebrates [61], while
many Melastomataceae are buzz-pollinated [62] and Eriocau-
laceae are generalists [63]. In the context of seed dispersion,
however, none of the prolific radiations have fruits dispersed
mainly by animals and most are wind or self-dispersed [64].
Further investigation into the putative link between traits
(both associated to survival and reproduction) and high
diversification rates will be crucial to better understand
macroevolutionary dynamics in the campo rupestre.

(d) Caveats
This study is intended as a first step in unlocking general
patterns related to the macroevolution of the endemic flora
in these exceptionally rich but relatively neglected Neo-
tropical mountains. As presented here, understanding the
evolution of floristic assemblies is complex and there are sev-
eral biases that can affect this and similar studies. Even
though strategies to minimize these caveats have been
applied (e.g. usage of several empirical replicates), some
biases are typical of macroevolutionary research and must
be further addressed in future studies. For instance, including
more species and molecular markers to infer better phy-
logenetic trees, as well as refining calibration analyses, will
improve conclusions drawn from our analyses (e.g. see
[65]). Also, better definitions of campo rupestre (e.g. based
on climatic and soil layers) will likely enhance discretization
of this area for future biogeographical studies. Finally,
patterns observed in the reconstructions using diversifica-
tion-dependent models may also be a consequence of the
methods not being able to distinguish high transition rates
from speciation/extinction dynamics. We thus suggest that
all of these results should be re-evaluated in close scrutiny
when better data and methods are available.
5. Conclusion and prospects
These results emphasize how age estimates and diversifica-
tion dynamics for major biotic assemblages are complex to
unravel. Several routes can lead to high species richness in
one area through a mosaic of different evolutionary pro-
cesses, possibly depending on the intrinsic particularities of
each group. Perhaps due to high species turnover, unstable
environments can mislead age estimates for biotas by
generating patterns of recent radiations even when the
floristic assembly, in terms of lineages, may be older. As a
result, the mountains of both recent and ancient uplift may
present radiations of similar age and diversification rates.
This also shows that the age of a landscape may represent a
confounding factor in estimating the age of a biota and that
recent and rapid radiations may be common in many areas
perturbed by recent climatic instability. We also highlight
important gaps in the overall understanding of montane
plant evolution that have to be filled in both the campo rupes-
tre and other mountain systems. For instance, weighting the
relative contributions of traits and biogeographical history
in the diversification dynamics of montane radiations is
required. Biogeographical studies that aim to understand
historical connections between these and other adjacent or
non-adjacent floras are desirable and will contribute to untan-
gling the roles of adaptive and exaptive traits in the
diversification of the campo rupestre flora. Additional evidence
for the species-pump speciation model and comparative
studies revealing how various environmental gradients
affect the strength of this pattern across mountain chains is
also highly desirable.
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